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PROLOGUS.

A n o t h e r  year has rolled from the future to the past 
since, with many doubts and fears, a sheet was thrown to 
the world denominated u The Dalhousie College Gazette.” 
Tfto or three enterprising spirits undertook to fill its co
lumns and conduct its publication. They were not ap 
pointed by their fellow students, not responsible to them, 
nor supported by them. They entered upon that work as 
a literary speculation, and the result was not disappoint
ment. Though the circulation of the paper scarcely paid 
the cost of its issue ; though the editors met the sharp cri
ticisms of chums and the ridicule of many “  townsmen 
though their work gave them in some respects an unenvia
ble notoriety, yet the end was bright, the effects marked 
and the fruit abundant. Although the effort was weak it 
exhibited life, and declared that Dalhousie College would 
yet act mightily; it indicated ambition though bordered 
by presumption ; it showed that our desires are bounded 
only by the impossible, and that hope is strong though in
tellect is still gi its infancy among us. The Gazette sup
plied a want and provided an outlet for the healthy flow 
of young thought; it afforded an arena for competing 
writers, and was recognized as the humble gate through 
which a shorter way led to literary heights. And scarcely 
w^B the students assembled after the summer vacation 

hen it began to be asked if the Gazette would reappear. 
Action quickly followed words. A meeting was called 
whose minutes are :—

D a l h o u s i e  C o l l e g e , N o v . 10th 1869.
According to previous appointment the students of Dal- 

housie College met to-day at 4, p. m., in Class Room, No. 
l^to consider the practicability of issuing a paper in con- 

the Universitj’ , Mr. H. McD. Scott was unani
mously caliecN$p the chair, and Mr. J. G. MacGregor 
appointed Secret^

Mr. Scott openecHlj^neeting by announcing the object 
lor which it had been c a l ^ ^ ^ e  referred to the Periodical 
which had been so successft^fe Issued during the previous 
term by private parties, and^^Sin connection with the 
College/and stated that the stucrSBBfoMy^en cahed to
gether to consider whether or not undertake
its publication for the future. R e f e r r i n g ^ 1

vantages which had arisen, and would arise from their 
having a paper of their own, he declared the meeting open 
for discussion.

Mr. A. P. Seeton, after some preliminary remarks, said 
that in anticipation of this meeting he and the other Edi
tors of the “  Dalhousie College Gazette,” feeling that it 
would be better that the paper should be altogether under 
the control of the students, had agreed to resign it into 
their hands that they might have its direction, and the ap
pointment of its Editors.

Mr. W . M. Doull now introduced the following motion: 
u Whereae this meeting is of opinion that it would be high
ly desirable for Dalhousie College to have a periodical in 
connection with it, and that such a periodical would have 
many beneficial results in providing the students with the 
opportunity of improving themselves in writing, as well as 
in furnishing a depository for all thoughts and feelings 
about our College life ; and whereas the Editors of the 
Dalhousie College. ..Gazette have offered to resign their 
paper into the hands of the students; wherefore be it 
Resolved, that this meeting accept the offer of the Editors 
and adopt the “  Dalhousie College Gazette ”  as the pro
perty of the students of the University.”

This motion, being seconded by Mr. W . Thorburn 
was unanimously passed, after a short but lively discus
sion, in which the undertaking was shown to be both 
praiseworthy and practicable.

The Secretary now moved th&t a Committee o f three be 
appointed, to be a staff of Editors and to exercise a gene
ral superintendence over the paper. Also, that this Com
mittee consist of Messrs. H. McD. Scott, Senior; A. P. 
Seeton, Junior; and A. D C. Fraser, Sophomore. This 
having been seconded by Mr. J. M. Carmichael, was put 
to the meeting and passed.

The meeting then adjourned.
J. G . M a c G r e g o r , Sec’y.

The Gazette it will be thus seen has become identified 
with the students. It is to represent their views, to advo
cate their interests, and strive in all things to cultivate 
that love and intensify that sympathy that should exist 
between Alumni. They are to be the principal source 
whence our supply is expected; they are the Mentor of 
our inexperienced Telemachus; their glory is connected 
with our success, and our support with their honour. 
Hence it is expected that every student will exert himself 
to procure at least three or four subscribers ; that he will 
contribute to our columns and help to make the Gazette an 
ornament to our*Tlitl& cii||te. The editors are to be little 
more than judicious cenedle, to select wisely what shall be 
published, to e iM ^our, in a new sense, to practice the 
art. putting Things, and by worthy service, hope to earn, 

praise of being faithful exponents o f students’ views.
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And as we hesitatingly step upon the stage we do crave 
indulgence from all—the full meed of charity which is 
awarded to beginners. I f among much that may prove 
dull there be found some sparkling pleasure or wholesome 
good let it exoiate the faults ; let the very darkness of im
perfection give additional lustre to what may be more wor
thy ; if the ore be unpromising, yet in the crucible yield a 
little metal be hopeful, and occasional flashes of promise 
may give glimpses of a richer future. When you find 
many blemishes learn to avoid them, and ere you condemn 
produce a work more faultless, while we timidly suggest
the words o f Horace:

Carmen sequar, ut sibi quivis,
Speret idem, sudet multum frustraque laborat,
Ausus idem.

respect to what is alleged of the abstract nature of the 
subject, its shadowy and unpractical character, I may say 
what I once said to a gentleman who exhibited no yery 
great partiality for the study, who exhibited a decided 
preference for the material sciences : “  Well, we shall all
be metaphysicians by and by.” It is but little of the ma
terial sciences, I am inclined to think, that we shall take 
with us into the future world, if the positive philosopher 
will allow us to believe that there is a future world ; or 
these sciences will then be contemplated from a somewhat 

- ' * ■ " we shall then perhaps

DR. LYALL’S INAUGURAL.

The philosophical part of Prof. Lyall’s inaugural address, 
which we publish below, was preceded by some remarks of 
a general character. He took a rapid survey o f the six 
years which have passed away since he last took part in 
inaugurating a college session. He noticed our losses by 
death; from the Board has gone a Governor, and one 
voice of the Senate is silent forever: and though enriched
- - t ......... ...... .............*------  - i  D t ' a f c a a o r ,  D a l l i O U S i f i
still deplores its bereavement. After p a y i n g  a touching 
tribute to departed worth, Dr. LyaH rapidly reviewed the 
several inaugurals delivered since his last address; he 
lightly touched upon the salient features of each ; he play
fully alluded to the political struggle which that period has 
witnessed, and then moved to a graver theme :—

“ I have been invited, in addition to what has been already 
so well said by the Principal, to address to you a few 
words by way o f inaugurating the studies o f the session 
on which we are about to enter. The difficulty is to find a 
subject suitable for such an occasion— academic, and yet 
of a somewhat general cast or character, neither too 
academic nor too general. I might speak to you on some 
o f the questions connected with my own department of 
thought; but I am afraid I would only earn for myself the 
compliment that was actually paid me on one occasion, 
after I had done my utmost, and in as far as I could, to 
enlighten an audience on the subject of German trans
cendentalism or idealism: a^entleman being invited to 
offer some criticism on the subject of the lecture, said he 
really had no criticism to offer, for he felt as if he had been 
in the clouds all the evening. Well, there is no harm in 
being taken up into the clouds on an occasion, were it for 
nothing else than that we may feel ourselves, for a while 
at least, lifted above this mundane sphere, and if we do not 
vanish into the empyrean altogether. You are all familiar 
I  dare say, with the attempted definition o f a certain 
shrewd Scotchman, on the subject o f metaphysics, in reply 
to the query of another Scotchman, perhaps equally shrewd, 
who was curious to know whi^ouid beintended by such 
a subject: “  Metaphysics,”  Ifarthespn of Vulcan, “  is 
when two individuals (I trau sla t^ l^ ern acu la r) are 
talking about matters which neither o flP IF v ery  un 
derstands, and yet each is professing to enlighten the ortT 
Well, if that is metaphysics, I am afraid there is ofte 
good deal o f it apart from the special science. With

more metaphysical point of view : we shall then perhaps 
know what matter is when it no longer exists, and we may

1 1 A-------itrate into the essence of being when we are
rounded by its shadows. It has alwa}rs 
somewhat strange and unaccountable that
, /» _ *1.-1 4 f rk n c  w h i o h  SO

know wliat matter is wnen ib — --------^
be able to penetrate into the essence of being when we are 
nr. lrmoror surrounded bv its shadows. It has always

ge and u
questions which are of so vital interest, tu us, nuw uw  
vitally concern us, whether as intellectual, moral, or religi- 
A,ia Kennnre__nnpit.inns which are so important to allotheis,

no longer 
seemed to me 

which
l i y  L O L lC v i l l l  U S ,  VY UCJliUCi. l u x «   ̂ ,

ous beings— questions which are so important — '
which afford the ground principles of every other, enter 
into the very constitution of our religious faiths, so that we 
are metaphysicians, whether we know it or not, and in 
spite of ourselves—that these are the very questions which 
are ignored, despised, treated as shadowy, unpractical, 
productive of no fruit or results. It was not so with those 
ancient Greeks, greater intellects perhaps, notwithstanding 
Macaulay’s depreciatory estimate, than the positive philo
sophers o f 4>ur own day. It may serve some purpose m 
connection with the object we have in view in these remaiks 
if we invite^our.^attention for a little while to this so- 
callcd * Positive Philosophy.7

“ I have no quarrel with the Positive Philosophy in one 
view of it, regarded as the r&^assertion, if that were needed, 
of the Baconian philosophy, as the announcement of the 
grand principle already so admirably enunciated : “  Homo, 
naturse minister, et interpres, t.antum facit et intelligit 
quantum de natune ordine, re vel mente, observaverit.’7 
So iar, the positive philosophy is only to be commended : 
but then it is somewhat superfluous ; for that philosophy 
had already existed some two centuries before the time o f 
Auguste Comte, and accordingly that is not really the 
Positive Philosophy : that is not its real spirit, and scope, 
and aim. The peculiar and distinguishing principle of 
the philosophy is, not only that what is given to us in 
observation and experience is all that we can know, or 
need to know, for the purposes of science, c*r so far as its 
investigations are concerned, but that that i^ali that we 
can know at all, in any way— that experience tis to be re
garded as the measure both o f our knowledge «and the 
faculties of knowledge, and even in a certain sense, «  to 
us, of existence itself; for nothing, it is thought, can bejsjj- 
lowed to exist, which cannot be brought to the test o f ex* 
perience, or verified by experience. And this, accordingly,w1 
is our quarrel with the Positive Philosophy. It is the ¡Sen
sational Philosophy linked to science, borrowing a certain 
dignity from science, and exalting the positive sciences 
into single prominence in the horizon of mind. It follows 
from this that the faiths of the mind are ignored, our origi
nal principles are disowned, the higher reason is set 
our interests are limited to the present existenc^_ 
and the soul, and our immortal destinies ®  ated as illu
sions, or as figments of the imaginatjfljjr Can such a sys
tem be admitted ? Instead of exipjlllice being the measure 
of our knowledge, it, for part, but furnishes the
material of our knowledg^aWl in all its knowledge, especi
ally all its higher knfij|^^e, the mind is formative, we 
had almost  ̂ s ^ iy B W v e . Experience, or the logical 
faculty ap^ j^ ^ ^ xperien ce , is not the only faculty with 

endowed. There is the higher reason, 
tations— its inferences, if you will— are to all
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. fonts and purposes as much knowledge as the informa- 
linns of experience itself. This may be shown by a refer- 
P ice to some of the ideas which are possessed in the higher
reason__such as those of infinite space, time infinite, and
caUse I am as certain that there is infinite space, as that 
there is space at all, the space in which I  live and move. 
No says the sensationalist philosopher : it is only by a law
of inseparable association— a certain persistence of mind,
if I may so speak—that we can think space ever extending 
beyond all known space, even to infinity; and Stuart Mill 
hesitates not to maintain that for aught we can tell, space 
may have its limits, and under other conditions of being, 
or endowed with other faculties, we might be apprised cf 
these limits. This is a new version, certainly, of the story 
of Columbus and his fellow voyagers. The latter it is well 
known, according to the idea prevailing even up to that 
time, that the world was an extended plain, but of course 
had its limits, were under the impression that the ocean 
had its limits, and they thought that they were fast nearing 
these limits —the cataracts of ocean— and their fear was 
that they were about being precipitated over that trernen- 
duous brink, into the infinite abysses beyond : but Stuart 
Mill could have reassured their minds, quieted their fears, 

f o r  space itself might have its limits ; or the limits o f  the 
ocean might he the limits o f space! Whether that would 
have been any very effectual consolation in the circumstan
ces, we leave it to the philosopher himself to say. It is a 
pity Columbus had not been furnished with some such 
metapltysical argument, in addition to the other expedients 
to which he had lecourse, to allay the alarms of the excited 
mariners traversing those unknown seas !

But again, I am as certain of infinite time, infinite dura
tion, as I am of time at all of the present moment. No, 
again, says the sensational philosopher, it is still by a law 
of inseparable association that I can project myself at all 
into the future, and can anticipate eternity. We can be 
sure only of the present instant of time. That was said 
more wisely, and to better purpose, in a distich with which 
some here are familiar:

The present moment is our ain,
The next we never saw.

But the idealist philosopher— and here we have an instance 
o f extremes meeting— would deprive us even of the present 
moment; and he annihilates space and time in the same 
sentence. They are but forms of thought, conditions of 
our intelligence. They have no objective or any other 
kind of reality. Time is not “ the place of events,1 as 
Cousin finely puts it, but succession in our thought is the 
place o f ! time. In this way, what is there between us and 
the most distant portion of space? What is there between 
the mind and the remotest object of its wishes? We have 
but to think it, and the distant is near, the remote is pre
sent. It is not in this wray, we are afraid, that these con
ditions of our being, these factors of our destiny can be 
conjured with.

“  Again, I am as certain that every effect must have a 
cause—or to express it more properly— all change implies 
a cause— as I am of any particular effect, and that cause 
not an antecedent merely, but a genuine cause, involving 
the power to produce the effect. It is true that I can never 
see the cause, the particular agency, in any case ; and 
Science was altogether on the wrong track when it prose
cuted its investigations into “ occult causes but still we 
must believe them to exist. We know the cause at least 
in its effect. The universe surely is not a bare platform, 
a system merely of “  occasional causes or even if it were, 
it would at least have the causality to constitute that plat
form, to form that system of “  occasional causes.” It is im

possible to divest the mind of the idea of cause, of an efficient 
in every case of phenomenal existence or manifestation.

“  But still further, and -still more to our purpose : I am 
sure that no finite causes can have their causation in them
selves ; and from all finite causes, therefore, I am warranted 
to infer an infinite unconditioned cause; unless I admit 
the possibility of an infinite series of finite causes, which is 
just another form  o f the infinite. It is contended that, to 
infer the infinite from the finite, involves a parallogism in 
argument— it is to reason to more in our conclusion than 
we are warranted from the premises. This was a subtlety 
worthy of the famous Hume ; but it has been taken up and 
re-echoed by Hamilton and Hansel, and latterly by Dr. 
Calderwood, in his “  Philosophy of the Infinite.”  Accord
ing to Dr. Calderwood the infinite is not a matter of reason 
at a ll: it is one of the primary faiths of the mind ; though 
of what use any primary faith can be which is not ground
ed in intelligence we are at a loss to peiceive. But apart 
from this, the view is, that to infer the infinite from the 
finite is to nave more in the conclusion of our argument 
than was in our premises. But this is to overlook altoge
ther what is the premise in the particular case. The pre
mise is not the finite, but a proposition regarding the finite, 
and a proposition may be as infinite, as unlimited as you 
please. The proposition is : “  no finite causes can have 
their causation in themselves ” — and therefore must sup
pose the infinite. The minor premise is the causes of ob
servation, or the proposition that they are finite: the con
clusion is, that these causes— the universe in other words—  
cannot have their causation in themselves, and must suppose 
therefore an infinite first cause. There is no illicit process 
here ; the argument is perfectly fair and logical, so far as 
the form or statement of it at least is concerned. But the 
fallacy may not be in the form, but the matter of the argu
ment. I may not ’sbe warranted to affirm that no finite 
causes can have th&r causation in themselves; but that 
is just what I think ft am warranted to affirm : that is what 
the higher reason teaches me: unless I am prepared to 
admit the possibility of an infinite series or chain of causes, 
which we have seen toJnvolve something of a contradic
tion, or at all events to be' *s inconsistent with the Positive 
Philosophy as the infinite itself. You see what a task the

upon himself. To account 
have recourse to an infinite 
race up that endless chain! 

Iiic  labor, hoc opus est. IThis of course it is impossible to 
do. And, accordingly, the positive philosopher himself ac
knowledges that there is always a link in the chain beyond 
which we cannot go : and it was as beautifully as strikingly 
said by Professor Tyndal on one occasion— in reference to 
the last link in the theory of development— employing an 
illustration as simple as it wras sublime— that the universe 
was like a musical box wound up to a certain number of 
tunes, and all around was infinite silence! Yes, infinite 
silence— unless we admit that silence to have been broken 
in upon by the creative fiat— the command which

Called for tbifigs that were not and they came.

“ Another phase of this argument is, that the finite does 
not need the infinite for its cause— that a finite cause is 
quite adequate to a finite effect; and from the finite there
fore we are not entitled to argue to such a being as God. 
This also had its parentage in the subtle bivn  o f the 
philosopher we have already named— David Hume. The 
strange thflhg is, that it should have been homologated by 
those otherMnlpsophers whom we have also named ; and 
accordingly t h e ^ ^ B ^  theistic argument is altogether 
repudiated o r | ^ ^ j p ^  by them. It is strangely over- 

^“^ ^ ^ ^ i le t h a t  the effect in the oarticular case

Positive Philosopher impose 
for a single effect he must 
series of causes: he must
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is not this or that finite effect ̂ but creation in every effect, 
unless we have lecourse again to an infinite chain of 
causes; and for creation, it will be admitted, that an in
finite cause alone is adequate. And all this subtlety, all 
this ingenious argument, is to avoid the conclusion that 
there is a God, a Creator! These infinite spaces— these 
heavens into which we gaze of an evening with infinite awe 
and wonder— infer nothing to the mind: they are silence 
and vacancy ! No ! theinfidel himself recoils from such a 
result; for Shelley in addressing Mont Blanc, in a strain 
o f equal subtlety and sublimity says:

The secret strength of things 
That governs thought, and to the infinite dome 
Of heaven is as a law, inhabits thee!
And what wert thou, and earth, and stars, and sea,
I f  to the human mind’s imaginings 
Silence and solitude were vacancy ?

Those worlds that roll in infinite space, and the remotest 
of which has not yet travelled over the disc of any teles
cope, bring no tidings but that of their own existence: 
they do not speak of a creator: they do not fulfil that 
sublime function so finely described by Addison in that 
hymn with which we are all so familiar in our childhood’s 
years:

For ever singing as they shine,
The hand that made us is divine!

O h ! star-eyed Science, hast thou wandered there 
To waft us home the message of despair ?
Then bind the palm thy sage’s brow to suit 
Of blasted leaf, and death-distilling fruit!
Ah me ! the laurell’d wreath that murder rears, 
Blood-nursed and watered by the widow’s tears,
Seems not so foul, so tainted, or so dread, .
As waves the night-shade round the sceptic’s head.

So much for the Positive Philosophy! But we were 
speaking not so much of the Positive Philosophy, but of 
Philosophy itself. We were vindicating it from the nar
row views, and mistaken prejudices that are so apt to be 
entertained in respect to it.

We do not enter upon any of the more metaphysical 
questions that may be raised, questions, which, although 
interesting enough to some minds, and affording a useful 
gymnastic to all minds, are not so suitable to a general 
audience. We have but touched upon one of those ques
tions to which Philosophy gives rise, and I think we have 
seen how important it is to have the mind made up upon 
such questions, fortified against a sceptical philosophy, if 
not an out and out infidelity. This is the more important 
at the present day, when scepticism is wearing the name 
of science, speaking its language, asserting its prerogatives, 
and planting its own standard on its vantage ground. 
These “  lights of the world, and demi-gods of fame” are 
dethroning the ancient divinities, stripping the earth of its 
mythologies, entering unbidden, the inner sanctuary, for 
no purposes o f worship, and in their hands Christianity is 
but a fable. It is surely important thafc science should be 
taught a little more modesty, should cultivate a little more 
reverence, should not be allowed to- trespass beyond its 
own legitimate boundaries, should not be permitted to dic
tate to us our creed, or rather our no creed. The minds 
that cannot see in creation any evidence of design, that 
can see nothing but law, no conspiring law, no intelligence 
in law itself, are hardly competent to decide for us what 
we should believe or not believe. I may hetfe advert briefly 
— to return for a little to the Positive Pffijosophy— to the 
doctrine which may be said to M ^ y^ K en tre  truth of that 
system, which constitutes itseJ^Sid^iyes it all its value 
and importance in the opinion of^^^fefc&tors.  ̂ I mean 
the doctrine, that in all laic there is sH^^mng oosonW,

that law partakes essentially of an absolute character, is 
eternal and unchanging— that the universe, therefore, 
exists eternally by a law, or laws, of its own—that it has 
no need of a creator— that there is no such thing as the 
supernatural—and that theism and Christianity, therefore, 
are alike untenable and untrue. Law does not, it would ■ ] 
seem, suppose a law-giver, it does not imply intelligence : j 
it works out its own admirable effects by an intelligence of 
its own— even physical law does so— and no number of 
conspiring laws can afford any evidence of design, or a 
designing creator. Surely we may well say of this, and 
with far more reason than Horace said of a pretended mi
racle in his day, though from an opposite state of mind:

credat Judceus Apella!
Non ego.

Law does suppose a law-giver: it does imply intelligence : j 
“  Wherever there is law,”  says Cousin, “  there is intelli
gence and in those conspiring laws, especially, those fine 
harmonies, those admirable adjustments, that everywhere 
prevail, we have the most irrefragable evidence of a God. j  
But it is not the Positive Philosophy only that is responsi- I 
ble for such views. The attempt is as futile as it is un- j 
called for, in these da}^, to set aside the ordinary theistic 
argument, to make light of the evidences of design in the 1 
universe, and to rest the argument for a God upon the 1 
moral consciousness, and the feeling of dependence in man. 1 
We do not accept the compliment intended, if it is intended I 
to the moral side of the argument, at the expense of the | 
evidence that comes to us from every department of nature ; I 
and Paley might well ask, if his labour had been in vain, I 
and that well-built argument which he has constructed, and 1 
which is now among our choicest classics, as well as our 1 
best theological treatises* is to be thrown aside as no j 
longer serving the demands of the higher and more en- I 
lightened intelligence of the age.

But Philosophy has an educational value, as well as a 
certain logical validity and consistency, and theological I  
bearing and importance. With reference to its theological i  
aspect and relations, it has been well said, that “  no diffi- 1 
culty emerges in theology which had not previously emerged 1 
in philosophy/1 The difficulties, in fact, which affect 1 
theology are rather philosophical than theological; so that 1 
theology must so far defer to philosophy. It is a false 1 
philosophy which is denounced in Scripture: a true philo- J 
sophy and a true theology must ever be co-incident. The 1 
data of reason enter into both ; and it is precisely where 1 
these data fail that the difficulties of theology arise. But I 
philosophy has an educational value just in the tone and 1 
impulse which it imparts to the mind itself, the stimulus I 
which it gives to the powers o f independent thought, the j 
habit of patient investigation and inquiry which it induces, I 
the spirit of larger charity towards the opinions of otheis 
which it fosters, and above all in that elevation communPW 
cated in the very contact of the mind with some of the j 
loftiest questions which can engage the faculties. We do 
not underrate the value and importance of science; but | 
science we have seen may be prosecuted too much apart 1 
from that spirit of faith which sees in the phenomena of its 
investigation something more than these phenomena, which j 
looks beyond the things that are seen to those that are unseen 
In other words, Science may be pursued too much in the 
spirit of the Positive Philosophy, and accordingly we may 
have a mind well informed, and able to apply its information j 
to the most useful practical results, but which goes no fur- j 
ther, never rises to a higher elevation, never enters the 
inner shrirre of the temple of knowledge— to which, if we 
may be allowed the expression, the invisible has not been 
unveiled. It may be affirmed that the mind possesses a
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„¡tv and elevation just in proportion as it is able to bold 
averse with the unseen. What is religion ? what is wor- 

«hio? wbat is it that gives even to the erring devotee an 
elevation of character which we do not associate with the 
thought o f  a Hume or a Voltaire?

Lo ! the poor Indian, whose untutor’d mind,
Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the wind;
His soul proud science never taught to stray 
Far as the solar walk, or milky way;
Yet simple nature to his hope has giv’n,
Beyond the cloud-topp’d hill, a humbler heav’n.

Let the student of science carry with him into all his 
investigations and inquiries those other inquiries which, 
however baffled, always find their solution in the ultimate 
faiths of the mind : let him look beyond all phenomena to 
what is under them: let him realize that unseen presence 
and power that is in all law : let him carry with him the 
spirit of the docile learner, the patient inquirer, the sincere 
seeker after truth, the eager aspirant after ever increasing 
knowledge, and we shall not fear the result: we shall have 
fewer followers of the Positive Philosophy : we shall have 
a mind in some degree disciplined to the conflicts of opi
nion to which the age is summoning u s: and let him carry 
farther into all the action of life the very spirit of these 
studies, and we shall have a character formed above the 
social frivolities that prevail, a character worthy of the 
mind’s noble faculties, and still nobler destinies.”

of Penmanship,’ ' “  Stewart’s Geography/’ “  Dill worth,”  
and others. I saw that a copy of “  Locke on the Under
standing *' was also put in. I had learned they taught 
subjects in college they could not understand themselves, 
I, and as I never could understand anything in this book, 
thought it was just the thing. But I found my trunk 
would not hold all my books and clothing, and at my 
father's suggestion, took out some of the books. He said I 
might carry them in my hand.

Every thing being fixed, I went to my bed. That 
night I dreamed of entering a large house, twice as big as 
our school house, where strange looking mortals were con
tinually going in and out. Between dreaming and think
ing, I had a very confused idea of my destiny. But early 
in the morning I had to leave, as our house was thirty miles 
from the “  train.” My father gave me the usual advice, as 
well as rules for behaviour in company— adding, of course, 
the “  needful.” My poor mother’s last words were— 
“  Think yourself as good as any one you meet, and remem
ber that even the squire’s Maggie may yet be proud of 
your hand.

This last appeal had no effect, as my affections were 
otherwise engaged. Arriving at the “  cars ' '  before the 
“  engine ” had come, I thought as I had no chance of seeing 
her I loved before I left, I would send her a note by my 
brother, and being a poet, I wrote her my thoughts in 
rhyme :—

(We have devoted a large space to this article, as it is 
one which, from its nature, could not well be divided. 
We feel assured that we need offer no excuse for this.— 
E d s .)

DONALD ANGUS.

Born in the country— trained to rural knowledge,
Whipt to school, and coaxed to College.— A la Byron.

Seventeen years of youthful sport had passed over my 
head, when my father, with earnest entreaties, begged of 
me to go to College.

My school days had been one series of successes and 
chastisements. But still I thought no other place of learn
ing could equal it. “  You see, my son,” wisely spoke my 
father, “  though you know much, and have few equals, yet 
the name of being at college will be your best introduction 
where your present superior acquirements will not, and 
cannot be estimated. Besides, you will see something of 
the world, and be the better prepared to take your place 
among the gentry. My mother, honest creature, also be
sought me, saying—“  Yes, my son, you will then be as 
good as Dan, the minister’s son, or as that proud Peter, 
whose father keeps a little store. Then we can lift our 
heads as high as the best of them, when my noble boy is in 
college.” This last allusion made me for once think seriously 
of the matter. Though I am the best scholar in school, (I 
always thought so,) perhaps I may learn something by con
tact with others of my own age, and besides, please my 
parents. Knowing if I made up my mind to go, I must 
leave on the morrow, I told my father and mother I had 
come to the conclusion I would go, and asked them to have 
me ready by the morning.

My mother could scarce restrain herself from tears of 
joy, and to show her sincerity, brought me socks, new and 
old.

I myself attended to the literary department, and saw 
that none of my books were left behind. In my small 
trunk I crammed a “  Delectus,” Rudiman’s Grammar, 4th, 
5th and 6th Reading Books, “  The Gray,” “  Orr’s System

“  I ’m sitting in the railroad house,
Soon— soon I must depart,

My thoughts are all of you love,
As dearest to my heart.

My parents wish me to be great,
And up in city knowledge;

So I must go and leave you, dear,
To study in a college.

“ But may dishonor blight my fame,”
And all rewards come slow,

Ere I forget you, Mary Ann,
The loveliest girl I know.

Farewell, a long and last farewell!
For you my love will burn 

Till I come home; of you I ask,
Be true till I return.

a Y our own D onald.
“ P. S .— I would just as soon that you would not go with Cousin 

Jim.”
Just then I heard a loud noise, and looking out saw the 

“  cars.'’ Seizing my trunk 1 rushed out shouting, “  I 
want a ride>f Stop! s top !'’ As soon as they heard me 
they did stand still, and, making for the first opening, I 
was told that they took nobody in the “  cattle car.” After 
much trouble the man who managed affairs got me a seat 
and bidding my brother an affectionate farewell, telling 
him to be sure and deliver my letter that very night, we 
started. This said I to myself as we were borne along 
swiftly— this is Mr. Watt’s engine— this is the effect o f 
observing a teapot boiling. Our last teacher had told us 
that Mr. Watt learned to make engines from seeing a pot 
boil and raise the lid. This, said I, is the great invention 
of modern science— the fruit of mind overcoming matter. 
A gentleman by my side hearing.me thus learnedly solilo
quize, asked me, “  Whither are you going?” “ I f  you 
mean where am I going,”  said I, ‘ T  am bound for Dal- 
housie College, Halifax, Nova Scotia, to study.” Becom
ing more interested in me, and who could wonder, he asked 
me if I was far enough advanced in the sciences, &c., to 
enter regularly. “  I hope, sir,'’ replied I, “  that I may be 
always regular while there ; and as to being far enough ad
vanced, I might go to Oxford.”

I suppose he felt afraid of saying anything more, lest he 
should commit himself, and changing the conversation, 

' told me he was going to supply a “  vacancy.”  Thinks I  to
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myself, the greatest vacancy I know is in your head. At 
the next stopping place he left me, and I communed with 
my books. 1 read of some eminent Martyrs, but the sub
ject was dry— I looked over the rules of “  Tare and Tret,” 
but these did not please me, and finally I saw that I could 
spell all the words of four or more syllables in “  Dili- 
worth.”

But my studies were interrupted by the Conductor call
ing out Halifax; and picking up my books, I prepared 
myself for the worst. As soon as I stepped out, a dozen 
of people nodded at me to go with them. How, said I, can 
they know me? Oh yes, I understand, they saw my name 
in the paper the time I took the prize at school. But when 
one of them attempted to take my trunk, assuring me he 
was the only honest man thereabouts, I began to fear the 
worst. No ! no ! said I, honest or not, you will not take 
my trunk from m e; and sitting upon it, I put myself on 
the defensive. After awhile they all left me, and alone in 
the darkness, I burst into tears. Alas ! alas ! said I, shall 
I never see friends or home again— Oh ! that I should ever 
live to see myself in such a plight.

ANNAPOLIS B ASIN .

B Y  J .  J . C .

Noble Basin! calmly rest 
With scarce a ripple on thy breast,
Glittering in the starry night 
Like a glorious sea of light.

Mountains guard thy waters fair,
And when old Neptune’s bold to dare,
And vent his wrath upon thy face,
Majestic seems thy former grace.

Thy waters gently-heaving flow,
And to the boundless ocean go,
And thence return with rapid stream,
And ceaseless flow and ceaseless gleam.

While walking by thy heaving ¡side 
I feel great thoughts rise with thy tide,
And reaching up, o’erwhelm the soul,
Like floods of waters as they roll.

The waters of thy ancient shore 
Recall the days and deeds of yore,
And warlike voices from the past,
Are borne upon thine angry blast.

All silently thou since hast rolled,
Nor heed’st the tales that Time has told,
And times may change and nations fall, 
"Unchangeable, thou look’st on all.

Forever sparkling, heaving, free,
The same majestic rippling sea,
On all things else is marked decay 
But thou disown’st its feeble sway.

Majestic Basin! roll along,
-Voice of music, and of song,
The deep, great thoughts that come from thee,
Do savor of eternity^
Whose image is the boundless sea.

Nov. 1869. ^  ‘ j i t

W o m & p m ä m M .

The Editors are not to he held responsible for the opinions of Correspon
dents, or as in any way endorsing them.

To the Editors o f  the Dalhousie College Gazette,
G e n t l e m e n ,— I was much pleased on observing in the 

“  Morning Chronicle,” of the 13th inst., that the publica
tion of your paper was to be resumed on the 29th of this 
month, and to be continued during the present session o f 
the College. I assure you I shall hail with satisfaction 
and delight the appearance of the first number.

No lengthy arguments are necessary, I think, to con
vince any intelligent person, of the benefits that must flow 
to the students of the University from which your paper 
takes its name, in having a journal in connection with it, 
in which they can give to the world, their thoughts on any 
of the subjects for the discussion of which you have thrown 
open your columns. I noticed that the “  Gazette ” last 
winter was gradually approaching that standard of perfec
tion at which it might reasonably be expected to arrive, 
on account of the array of talent which then supported it, 
and that it is to be continued this session, so soon after 
the opening of the College, linked with the undoubted 
ability of its present Editors, and the united support o f 
every student of the University (which was not the case I 
believe last winter) and also of eminent literary gentlemen 
in connection with the College, should be such a guarantee 
that it will continue to improve, to the reading public of 
Nova Scotia, as to entitle you to their warmest support. 
This I hope will be the case. I feel confident that within 
every county in our province there will be found at least a 
few young men, who will cordially come forward, in many 
cases I hope without any solicitation, and heartily co-ope
rate with you in obtaining subscribers, and assist you in 
the arduous duties of your position. Enterprises of this kind 
should be encouraged by a generous public. A  distinguish
ed writer says, “  that except England, there is no other 
Kingdom in the world, where an honest man may write so 
many bold truths, and discover so many abuses, as in Ger
many.” This important boon— the liberty of the press— 
Í3 also enjoyed to a great extent by the people o f Nova 
Scotia, and indeed has been bequeathed by England, with 
her other priceless liberties, to all her colonies. Your fel
low students then, under the veil o f fictitious names, 
through the medium of your columns, may question the 
validity of theories and doctrines, and principles that have 
stood the test o f ages; and perhaps discover many local 
“  abuses.” They should not be too timid to write. It is 
not expected that their first few attempts will be at all 
perfect, but with a little practice they will be able to wield 
their pen on any subject without experiencing that timidity 
natural to young writers. The “  Gazette,”  if I do not mis
take, was first established for the benefit of the students 
who attended the University, by giving them an opportu
nity of writing before the world, just as your debating So
ciety affords them an opportunity of speaking in a public 
manner. I hope they will take advantage of the paper, 
and profit by it. In conclusion, allow me to wish you 
every success, and that the public may cheerfully afford 
you, that support necessary, to enable you to carry on your 

f  laudable undertaking in a manner creditable to yourselves, 
and beneficial to your fellow students is the ardent desire o f

Yours, &c.,
I n v e r n e s s .

Digby, Port Hood, No 69.
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RAMBLES!
N O . I .

“  The day was cold and dark and dreary.”

I felt more inclined to leave my feet on the mantelpiece 
„ .J  trace mv future fortune in the disconsolate fire before 
me than t o -o  out for a walk before tea. But the Prin-
i ’al on tbefirst day of the term, earnestly advised stu

dents to take daily exercise in the open air. As I wear a 
college cap and gown (albeit the one has given its corners 
to learning, and the other flaunts more caudal appendages 
than are orthodox) the exercise must be taken. Away I 
started, and I may say that I was in one of my moods. 
My most prominent trait just then was a reserved selfish
ness, a desire to be alone ; mind wanted to meet no equal, 
to receive no visitors. But Halifax fog was too much for 
it, and soon the weather was the subject in my mental 
council chamber. Is it the dense atmosphere'that makes 
walking so tiresome? that produces low spirits on damp 
days ? does fog take the electricity out of a fellow ? is my 
sore throat caused by ozone? What causes more suicides 
in the month of November than in any other in the year? 
Such were the puzzles I was ruminating when off went my 
ear like a conductor’s whistle; sharp and shrill was the 
death watch, sending my thoughts to the antipodes, and 
waking me up near the Cemetery. The coincidence was 
striking. I was soon astride the fence, and nicely marked 
with whitewash, stood among the graves. I shivered 
as I looked around. It was a gloomy day to be in such a 
place. The trees withered and blasted, no longer whisper
ed hope; the discoloured grass and ruined flowers were the 
sad garments of graves; the marble had the whiteness of 
death, and through the mist seemed ghostly as skeletons; 
and sighing over the dead came the clammy air as if 
charged with the breath of the tomb. And as I moved 
slowly down the gravelled slope and saw iron railings en
close, and towering monuments commemorate the dead, I 
thought: “  However men dispute about living in another 
world they don’t wish to have it forgotten that they once 
lived in this.”  The student who cuts his name on the Col
lege wall or desk labours with the builder of the Pyramids, 
and Pompey’s Pillar can do no more for his memory than 
the pane of glass on which in an idle moment Oliver Gold
smith scratched his name. All strive to embalm their 
memories. The painter spends a life of toil and study 
that posterity may know his name. Gods and goddesses 
stepped from marble at the command of him whose power 
was spent to preserve Phidias in modern vocabularies. The 
poet sings himself in every line, and Horace wrote in order 
to say “  Exegi monumentum aere perennius.’ ; Bacon 
thought of his memory and wished it to be exhumed in 
time from the minds of foreigners and put to rest forever 
in the hearts of Englishmen. Oh Fame, how worthless 
art thou beside the grave ! The struggle of a life succeeds 
in piling a few more stones over us when dead! Surely 
this is the place to view life. How impressive the sermons 
of the grave ! All its lessons are wise and tender. From 
its peaceful breast spring none but fond regrets and loved 
recollections. On the fine marble is engraved naught but 
virtue; no flowers but those of promise deck the tom b; 
over the grave ever broods the angel o f Hope. On I 
moved, reading that men were born and had died, till near 
the entrance a leaning slab caught my eye. Turning aside 
I read:—

R obert M cD onald. Student, died March 11th, 1852.
This monument was erected by his fellow-students.

A h ! this was not an ordina^ grave to me. 
one whose life was like jny  owi ; here reste

part of one whose difficulties I could well imagine, and 
whose sorrows I could easily guess. “  Imagination fondly 
stooped to trace ” his course. Year after year I saw him 
toiling, storing mind with materials for thought; adding 
wings to fancy, and hands to intellect; climbing with 
strength derived from the exercise higher and higher, till, 
when near the end his strength fails, still he pushes o n ; 
his steps grow feeble; he stops, falls and dies. Doubly 
cruel death to kill at such a time, to mingle the deadly po
tion in the very sweetest cup ; to adulterate the golden 
moment with thy fatal alloy ! Unknown student! Thou 
art linked to me by thy very toil. Thy motives mayhap 
find lodging in my breast, thy fears fill me, thy spirit ani
mates me, and perhaps, perhaps thy end awaits me. The 
air changed, and while I stood there

“ The snow, the beautiful snow,
Filling the sky and the earth below,,t

fell softly on the student’ s grave as from angel’s wings. 
And then I felt rising within me an emotion new and in
tense, which beguiled me Heavenward and filled me with a 
calm peace. I turned away murmuring, “  sleep on stu
dent, though thy lot was hard and thy dearest hopes kill
ed by the chill blast of death, thou hast not lived in vain, 
but in thy ashes 1 see traced words of cheer, and though 
dead thou still speakest.”

OUR BOOK COLUMN.
“  The Dramatic Readerf by John Andrew, o f McGill 

College. Montreal: Dawson Bros. Halifax: M. A. Buck- 
ley. This book is got up with all that neatness and good 
taste which so pre-eminently characterize the publications 
of the Messrs. Dawson, who in this respect fully rival the 
best publishing houses in America. We gladly see it on 
our table.

Our Reading Books are in general o f either too British 
or too American a cast, but the present volume is a happy 
medium, giving us some of the best selections from the 
authors of both countries. Space forbids us to particular
ize, we will only emphatically say, that it is the best book 
of the kind that we have seen. It neither wearies the stu
dent with useless rules, nor leaves him altogether without 
direction. In a word, we heartily recommend it, and hope 
that it will speedily become what it deserves to be, a Cana
dian Text Book.

I
*
*

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E d i n a — Your article will be published during the term ; 

we will be happy to hear from you often.
J. W. C a r m i c h a e l , E s q . , M .  P., (New Glasgow)—Your 

letter received, thanks for your subscriptions and good 
wishes.

A  S t u d e n t — Your article will appear in our next.
O  *

ISP In our next will 'appear the first of a series o f very 
el in the Old World. This has 
out of the present number. A d  
Rev. G. W. Hill, M.A., Rector 

par. \

interesting sketches o f tr; 
been unavoidably crowi 
article from the pen of 
of St. Paul’s ,^ ^ ^ ^ ^

rr we will go on with publicailbh of
Anci^^lSpectBl^nCi B^k~numbers coat&yiing the 

first of this veiy interesUnf^l^de^^be had on appliSa- 
Xp the Secretary^ ;V ■ •
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Photograph Albums,
Opera Glasses,
Ladies’ Companions,
Desks,
Drawing Cases,
Satchels,
Card Cases,
Glove Boxes,
Sterescopes,
Microscopes,
Purses,
Games,
Chess,
Cards,
Bezeque,
Dominoes,

H O L I D A Y  G O O D i .

M. A. BUCKLEY,
85 GIRAVlSr'V'IX.ILIE STREET,

W ill have on arrival of next R. M. Ship (with goods recently re
ceived) an immense stock of goods, suitable for the approaching 
Holidays, viz., BOOKS in every department of literature! 
splendidly bound and illustrated; Pocket and Family Bibles, every 
style of binding; Church Services and Prayers, in Morocco, Ivory, 
& c.; Poetical Works, Morocco, Antique, Ivory, & c.; Children’s 
Books, bound and paper; Photograph Albums for 12 to 200 pictures; 
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Dressing Cases; Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s 
Writing Desks; Ladies’ Companions and Reticules; Work Boxes; 
Ink Stands; Games of every description; Chess, on bone, ivory, 
wood, & c.; Christmas Paper and Envelopes; Christmas Book Marks; 
Christmas Cards; Gold Pencils and Pens.

Besides an immense variety of Fancy Articles, suitable for Christ
mas and New Year’s Presents.

Pianos,
Organs,
Concertinas, 
Accordeons,
Music Boxes,
Violins,
Bows,
Strings,
Music Paper,
Gold Pencils,
Gold Pens,
Bibles,
Prayers,
Church Services, 
Diaries, 1870. 
Almanacks, ^ c ., 4*°*

T O  A V O I D  D I S A P P O IN T M E N T  
1870. I N  T H E  N E W  Y E A R .  1870.

Our readers should go at once to BUCKLEY’S, 85 Granville St.,
and subscribe for the

or guttmratt Papgitwss & iaprrss,
they intend to take in 1870; this will prevent disappointment on 
their part. Our subscribers can depend on having them forwarded 
regularly, and they will find our prices the lowest. List of principal 
Periodicals, with prices, free on application.

D I A R I E S  F O R  1 8 7 0 !
M. A. BU C KLEY, 85 Granville Street, has just received a large 

supply of Dominion Diaries ; they are the best and cheapest. Also, 
Leit’s and American Diaries in variety.

A L M A N A C K S  F O R  1 8 7 0 !
The Illustrated English and American, Belcher’s, Canadian, and 

New Brunswick, etc.

CONNOLLY & KELLY,
Booksellers Stationers,

Keep on hand the most complete assortment of

Writing Paper, Blank Books,
MEMO BOOKS, NOTE BOOKS, &c.

ALSO,

S i t e ,  | r a p *  S 00K  ( ¡ {B u r c h  j ^ r m q s ,
GIFT BOOKS & TOY BOOKS

In endless variety.

SCHOOL BOOKS, MEDICAL AND COLLEGE CLASS BOOKS,
Kept on hand or imported to order.

W I L L I A M  G O i i l P ,
United Service Book and Stationery Warehouse,

87 GRANVILLE STREET,
IMPORTS and deals in all kinds of College and School Books

used in this country.
Imports and deals in A R T IS T S ’ M A T E R IA L S, and in Winsor fy Newton’s 

celebrated Oil and Water Colours, Brushes, Pencils, Drawing Books, 
Paper and Boards.

Imports and deals in Orr’s Blue Fluid, Walkden’s Carter’s, and other IN K S .  
Imports and deals in D IA R IE S and A L M A N A C K S for 1870— (Belcher’s 

Almanack, 1870, on sale, in which look for further notice of stock.) 
Just received from E yre  fy Spottiswood, London, a beautiful assortment 

of Bibles, Church Services, Books of Common Prayer.
Orders taken and punctually executed, for all Periodicals published in 

Great Britain and the United States— now is the time.
A ll descriptions of ST AT IO N ER Y always on hand, cheap and good.

Look for WILLIAM GOSSIP,
87 Granville St., Halifax.
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